KIDA

KIDA

Hanging lounge chair
Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 111005 | Weight 9,2 kg/21 lbs
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Collection: With KIDA, Stephen Burks has designed a hanging lounge chair as delightful to look at as to use. The
first collection to be wrapped rather than woven in 834 meters of DEDON special Fiber Touch it features a cradle-like
organic form that's open, airy, light and inviting. Once inside, users can luxuriate in KIDA's comfy cushion, which covers
the entire seating area, and feel, in Burks' own words, “as free as the breeze” when swinging.
Frame: Aluminum
Characteristics: Playful, cozy, organic, inviting, vibrantly colored
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Colors

Fabrics

Additional Items

Item code: 95111005 + Fabric code
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glow touch
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dusk touch

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet
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KIDA

Hanging lounge chair incl. base
Design by Stephen Burks | Item code: 111008 | Weight 28,9 kg/64 lbs
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Collection: With KIDA, Stephen Burks has designed a hanging lounge chair as delightful to look at as to use. The first
collection to be wrapped rather than woven in 834 meters of DEDON special Fiber Touch it features a cradle-like organic form that's open, airy, light and inviting. Once inside, users can luxuriate in KIDA's comfy cushion, which covers the
entire seating area, and feel, in Burks' own words, “as free as the breeze” when swinging.
Frame: Aluminum
Characteristics: Playful, cozy, organic, inviting, vibrantly colored
Options: May be used as a standing lounger when a base is attached
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Colors

Powder coating base

Additional Items

Fabrics

Item code: 95111005 + Fabric code
170
glow touch
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Cover
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Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

